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his public utterances was merely rhetoric suited to the times;
and the reality was the insistence on evacuation and the re-exami-
nation of the indemnity burden. Stresemann had done all in his
power to avoid the issue being narrowed down to such limited
concreteness, but once it was plain to him that narrowing down
was inevitable he had to frame public policy to suit the new and
less favourable conditions.
Just when the intriguing and argument of the party executives
was at its height, Briand, replying to French criticisms, put the
issue in a way that Stresemann was forced to accept. He denied
that any pledges had been given at Thoiry or elsewhere to permit
an early evacuation of the Rhineland. Any such evacuation ahead
of the treaty limits was entirely Germany's concern, for evacua-
tion would automatically follow "fulfilment." It was therefore
for Germany to make proposals, and so far Germany had not
done so. On February I the Inter-Allied Control Commission left
Germany after some wearisome negotiation about fortresses whose
outcome profoundly alarmed—without alarming the public—
technical military opinion. The withdrawal of the Commis-
sion, in itself a relief, could be interpreted as at least a negative
expression of the Allied opinion that Germany had "fulfilled"
the disarmament clauses, and certainly, making the completion
of "fulfilment" at least arguable, afforded plausible ground for
opening further negotiations. In these negotiations the Nationalist
party, which had made the failure to secure evacuation the whole
burden of their latter condemnation of Locarno, could not but
support the foreign minister, and the possibility of their being
soon opened supplied the best argument of the thinking minority
in favour of participation in the government. The declaration of
the new cabinet put their case well:
All the members of the cabinet are unanimously resolved to
go on on the path that has been chosen, and to work for the
political and economic reconstruction of Germany and so of
Europe through the honourable determination to secure under-
standing and co-operation with other nations. On that'path there
lies behind us the liberation of the Ruhr, the evacuation of the
First Zone, and the departure of the Control Commission.... On

